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Summary

A detailed design of a limltcr/vacuum system
for plasma itspurlcy control and exhaust has been
developed for the STARFIRE toknmak power plant.
It la shown that the 1lraiter/vneuum concept Is a
very attractive option for power reactors. It Is
relatively alc.pl* and Inexpensive ind deserves
serious experimental verification.

Introduction

Previous reactor design studlca have shown
that plasma Impurity control and exhaust Is one of
the most difficult systems In lokncaks. There-
fore, the STAKF1RE study1 has devoted a signifi-
cant effort to the development of a credible and
attractive design for this system. This paper
develops the design concept and presents a summary
of the performance characteristics of the reference
Impurity control and exhaust system in STARFIRE.
More details are given In Rcf. 1.

An assessment of the impurity control and ex-
haust system based costly on previous work In this
area Identified five basic problems: (1) high heat
load on the particle collection medium; (2) high
trltluc inventory In the fueling systea and vacuum
pumps; (3) very large vacuua-pusping speed require-
ments; (4) significant neutron and gacaa-ray stream-
Ing through the vacuum ducts leading to high heat
loads on the pumping cryopanels and difficult
shielding requirements; and (5) engineering coa-
, lexlty Inherent to some specific concepts for
plasca ash removal. The STARFIRE approach to solv-
ing these problems Is discussed below.

The origin and solution to the first problem
of high heat load on the particle collection medium
are highly dependent on the characteristics it
plasaa operation. In steady-state, the alpha power
plus any auxiliary heating power must be reasved
froa the plasma region. In SIARFIRE, the alpha
power Is 700 HW end the rf power Is 90 Htf, giving
a total of 790 HI. In conventional design*, only
lets than half of this energy Is radiated leaving
»0re than '00 MW to be transported to the particle
collection medlua. Previous designs for divcrtors
showed that the surface area of the particle
"Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

collection medium Is limited to •v 20 m2. For
thi'sc designs, the nverafje heat load would be
> 20 MW/nJ and, given the f.ict that the particle
heat lonQ drops exponentially across the acrape-
off region, the punk heat load would be > 50 MW/mJ.
Such an extremely high heat load Is beyond the
capability of any suitable structural material.
The STARFIRF. approach to solving this problem
consists of two parts:

(a) Enhancing plasma radiation to reduce
the transport power to the pwirtlcle
collection medium. This is accom-
plished by Injecting small amounts of
hlgh-Z material (iodine) along with
the DT fuel. Most of the alpha
energy Is thus radiated to the first
wall which has a large surface area.

(b) Increasing Che surface aiea of the
collection medium. One convenient
method of accomplishing this Is to
minimize the angle between the direc-
tion of Incidence of the charged
particles and the surface of the
collection medium. There are limita-
tions on the size and position of the
collection ntedium, which vary froa
one Impurity control concept to
another.

The second, third, end fourth problems of
high tritium Inventory, large pumping speeds, and
troublesome radiation screaming are strongly In-
terrelated as to the origin of the problems and
the approach to solving them. Previous studies
strlved to achieve a high helium rescoval efficiency
approaching unity. This removal efficiency is
defined as the probability that a particle diffus-
ing out of the plasma vill be pumped rather than
reflected Into the plasma. By requiring a helium
reaoval efficiency of i 1, the fraction of
deuterium (D) and trltlun (T) recycled into the
plasma (reflection coefficient) becosea low snd
the gas load to the vacuum pumps Increases. A
low trltlua reflection coefficient results In s
low tritium fractional burnup and an Increase in .
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the trltiua Inventory requirements In the fueling
system. The Increase In the DT gas load In the
vacuum pumping system leads to an Increase In (a.)
the trltlua Inventory In the vacuum pumps; (b)
the required punping epeed; and Cc) the required
capacity of the vacuum pumps. The Intensity of
radiation streaming Is critically dependent on
the sire and shape of the vacuum ducts. Again,
requiring high helium removal efficiency requires
a high conductance vacuum pumping system, which
can only be realized by large-size vacuum ducts
with 41 o significant bends.

A key part of the STARTIRE solution to these
problems Is to design for only a modest helium
removal efficiency. As discussed In Ref. 1, It
can be shovn that steady-state plasma operation
Is achievable with a ticlluo removal efficiency
as low as 10-201, The penalty of such a low
removal efficiency Is n high alpha particle
equilibrium concentration In the piasnui. In
STARF1RE, this Is compensated for by a modest
Increase In the strength of the toroldnl field
to keep the fusion power the sane, It thould be
noted that the significant chftrBC-ex<:ha.n[;e with
hydrogen tends, In general, to make the tritium
removal efficiency lower than thflt for helium.

The solutions outlined for the four problems
above can be applied to any deslf," concept for in-
purlty control and exhaust. However, the degree
of success varies considerably from one concent to
another. This degree of success is an Important
figure of merit in selecting a design concept.

Ths fifth problem of engineering complexity
la specific to the particular design concept se- .-.
lected for the impurity control and exhaust system.
The magnitude of the problem Is frcatly dependent
on the confIsurational and component requirements
of the specific coicept and how they Integrate
with the rest of the reactor system. Divertor and
dlvertorlcss concepts wore surveyed, present de-
•ign concepts for poloid.U and bundle diverturs are
found to be Inherently complex. Specifically, they
require cagncts, enhance radiation streaming, com-
plicate oalntcnance, and significantly Increase the
physical size of the reactor. Therefore, it seems
prudent to seriously explore dlverrorlcss concepts.

An evaluation of. dlvertorless schemes ahowe
that the "punped llmlter" (also called limiter/
yaeuun system) is an attractive concept with cany
inherently simple features that ore very desirable
In a eocfflercial power reactor. Among the advantages
of the li«lttr/vacuura system, as compared to diver-
tors, are:

(1) It Is a ccchanlca.1 system that does not
require cagoets.

(2) It has nlnlmsl requirements on space; the
llaiter fits naturally into the scro.pc-off region,

(3) Because of its location inside the first
vail, the surface area evallable for the llnlter

la relatively large, thus permitting operation at
reasonable heat fluxes.

(4) The system is flexible enough to permit
designing for low hydrogen removal efficiency;
this leads to higher tritium fractional burnup,
low tritium Inventory, reduced gas loads, and more
attractive requirements for the effective pumping
epecd.

(5) The limlter/vacuum system can be design?
cd to dramatically reduce radiation streaming.

(6) The llmlter can be replaced simulta-
neously with the first wall with no special main-
tenance requirements.

(7) The eysccm Is simple and inexpensive.
This feature is not only attractive for reactor
maintainability nnd economics, but it also means
that the physics and engineering testing necessary
Co qualify the concept con be done in present
facilities, In a relatively short tine and at a
modest cost.

Several variants of the llmltcr were dis-
cussed earlier in the literature (see for example,
Rcf, 2-7). The present work represents the first
comprehensive attempt to develop a detailed design
supported by physics and engineering analyses.

2. Reference Design Summary

A serious effor- hns been made in the STAR-
FIRE study to develop a plasma impurity control
and exhaust system that satisfies tha following
goals: (1) have manageable heat loads in the
medium where the alpha and Impurity particles are
collected; (2) have a reasonable and reliable
vacuum system that minimizes the number and size
of vacuum ducts; (3) have a high tritium burnup
to minimize the tritium Inventory in the fuel
cycle; and (4) have engineering simplicity com-
patible with ease of assembly/disassembly and
maintenance.

These goals are found to be best satisfied by
a toroidal llnlter/vacuum system togcthcx with a
beryllium coating on the first wall, lirolter, and
all other surfaces exposed to the plasma. In
order to minimize the heat load to the llmlter,
most of the alpha-heating power to the plasma Is
radiated to the first wall, by injecting a small
amount of high-Z material, e.g. Iodine, along with
the DT fuel stream. The iodine atoms enhance the
llne-and-rccomblnatlon radiation over most of the
plasma volume. The helium removal efficiency of
the liraltcr/vacuuo system Is intentionally kept
low for three reasons: (1) to reduce the heat load
on the llmlter; (2) to simplify the vacuum system
and reduce rndlatlon streaming; and (3) to mlnlnlze
the rrlt.lum inventory tied up In the vacuum nnd
tritium processing systems. The major features
of the 5TARFIRE impurity control and exhaust
system arc summarized In Table 1.
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Table 1. Major Features of STAKFIRE Impurity Control/Exhaust

• A llmlter/vacuum system

— One toroidal belt-type limiter centered around mldplane

— Sitnplc, inexpensive, credible engineering

• Low-2 coating (beryllium) on all surfaces exposed to plasma

% Enhanced plasma radiation

— To reduce heat load at coliecMicn plate

— Achieved by injecting siaall amount oi' iodine

• A low helium removal efficiency (252)

*— Much simple* vacuum system

— Less radiation streaming

— High tritium btirnup, low tritium inventory

— Penalty: Modest Increase In toroidal Held (0,65 T on nxls)

• Simple vacuum system

— Limiter duct penetrates blanket lending to a plenum region

between blanket and bulk shield

— Significantly reduced radiation streaming; less shielding

and lower nuclear heat load Jn cryopancls

i ehovs a c.oss section through the shield leading to the vacuum purapa.
llclter, the limiter slot, the linlter duct, and

the plenua region. The limiter consists of 96 The basic principles of how the 1 loiter works
segments thit fora one toroidal ring centered at arc rather sicple. Ions that hit the front face

the nidplane and positioned at the outer side of of the limiter will be neutralized and reflected
the plasma chamber. This location was selected back Into the pl.isma. Ions that fall into the

because: (1) It Is the least likely place for a llmltcr i-lot lilt the back surface and are neutral?

thernal energy duap from a plasma disruption; and lied. Some of the scattered neutrals will directly
(I) It helps the 6yn3netry In particle and heat loads reach the llniter duct and follow a multlple-

on the upper and lower branches of the llmlter, scattering path Into the plenum region and out the

Each of the limiter segments is 1 m high and vacuum ducts vhere they are removed by the vacuum

% 0.6 n vide. The physical dimensions of the pumps. Other particles neutralized at ihe back
systea are shown in Fig. 1. The llniter slot, surface of the limiter will scatter back In the

which is the region between the llmiter and first direction of the plasma. These neutrals h.ive a

vail, leads to a 0.4-a high limltcr duct that high probability of being Ionized and returned

penetrates the 0.7-n thick blanket. The limiter back to the limiter surface. Calculations show
duct opens into a plenum region that Is located be- that this trapping or "inversion" effect Is so
tvecn the blanket and shield and extends all the large for helium that "v 902 of the helium entering

vay around the torus. This plenum region Is large the llniter slot will get pumped. This Inversion

enough so that it spreads the radiation leakage effect greatly simplifies the 1lmltcr/vacuum
fros the llslter duct Into a larger surface area system design In ot least two ways:
of the bulk shield. The conductance of the plcnua
region lc large enough to permit locntlug the (1) Location of tho leading Edge: Since
vacuum ducts In the bulk shield sufficiently re- the helium Inversion probability la very high, the
•oved froa the mldplanc so that radiation stream- fraction of particles that enters the llmitcr alot
ing Iron the limltcr duct in the blnnkct to the needs to be only slightly greater than the helium

vacuun puups is acceptable. There nre 12 vacuum removal efficiency. This permits locating the two
duct a at the top and Another 12 at the bottom of leading edgrfl nt the top and bottom of the llmlter
the reactor. Each of these vacuum ducts ha a on sufficiently nway from the plnsma eJgc nnd Inward
equivalent diameter of i m and penetrates the bulk Into the ecrapc-off region so that the pcuk heat
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Fig. 1. Cross section of the STARFIRE limitcr design.

flux at the leading edge 1 B reasonably lov,

(2) Keutral Pressure; Thi- inversion effect
causes the neutral gas pressure nt the liralter duct
to be considerably higher than the neutral pressure
around the plasma. Such high pressure greatly
eiciplified the. vacuum system design.

Hydrogen can charge-exchange as well as be Ionized.
These ch.-..$;e-exchan;;e events significantly reduce
the Inversion probability for hydrogen because the
insult nj neutral will tend to make Its way put et
the slot region Into the plasma. Therefore, the
beneficial effect of higher helium pumping pro-
•blllty and enhanced hydrogen recycling Into the
plasma Is obtainable vlth the 1laitcr/vacuum systeo,

The plasm parameters related to the Impurity

control and exhaust system are shown in Table 2.

The design parameters for the liratter are shown In

Table 3.

The charged particle flux in the scrape-off
region falls off exponentially as c-*/^p with 4 p n
10 xa and x as the distance Into the scrape-off
Teglon. About 28X of the helium p.ittj.clos diffus-
ing out of the plnsn.1 till (low into the llnitcf
•lot, i.e. between x - 8.7 en and x " 20 era. The
transmission (punping) probability {or these par-
ticles It 0.9 giving an overall l-elium reflection
coefficient R • 0.75 and helium removal efficiency
(1 - R ) of O?25. The reflection coefficient for

S lc 0.9,

The transport heat flux on the llmlter (due
to charged particles) varies as 16 e~x'*E sin B
in units of >W/m^ with x lh rm, fig « 5 cm, and 6
being the angle between the :ield lines in the
pololdnl plane (nearly vertical in Fig. 1) and the
surface of the llmltrr. The ltaiter surface from
the tip (at the plasma edge) to the top (or
bottom) leading edge is slanted to spread the heat
load. The lvading edge (region chere 6 •* 0 occurs)
forms approximately one-half a cylindrical shell
with a diameter of 1.7 en and extends from x •<• 7 en
to x 'v 8.7 cm. The location of the leading edge
was determined fTioi tradeoffs between the helium
VOITO'M. effjci»ncy (.md the associated toroidal-
field margin) and the peak heat flux. The peak
transport heat flux la *>* 3.4 MW/m^ and occurs
Bt I t 7,8 co. The average transport heat flux
on the region of the leading edge is •>. 2.2 MW/o2.
The front surface of the Jiraiter (from lhei tip to
the plasma r.idlatiou &;\d charge-exchange neutrals.
The magnitude of the volumetric nuclear hencing
depends on the spccliic liioiter material and Is
in the range of 30 to 80 MV/m3 for the materials
to be discussed £hortly.

V'ater Is selected as the li&tltcr coolant tic-
cause of tts good heat transfer characteristics.
This choice Is consistent with the use of voter
cooling in the first will and blanket. The
llmltcr arp.ments ore connected so that the coolant
passes through two segments (2 passes). The water
Inlet temperature to the first pass is 115*C and,
with a tcmpe.ature rlBC o£ IS'C per segment, the
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Table 2. Plasma-Related Paruncterii

f

Fusion alpha power (P ) , MW
Lower-hybrid power to plasma (P „), MW
Transport power to the llraiter, HW

Hellua production rate, (particles per second)
Alpha particle concentration (n A1--)
Beryllium (low-Z coating) concentration (n

Iodine (radiation enhancement) concentration (nj /n^)

Helium reflection coefficient, R

Toroldal-fleld margin at plasiM center, T

Scrnpe-off region thickness, n
Particle confinement time (i ) , 8

P
Particle c-foldlng distance In scrnpe-off sone (*-)• ca

Energy c-foldlng distance In scrape-off zone ( O > cm

plasoa-edge temptruturc (T , ) , keV

Table 3. Llnlter Design Parameters

703

90

90

1.24 K 1 0 "

0.14

0.04

1.0 x 10-*

0.75

0.B5

0.2

l.B

10

5

1.2

Coolant

Reference structural materials

Low-Z coating ti.itcrla)

Total heat renoved fron llmlter, MV

(90 ^W transport, 56 MW radiation plus ncutrnla,

and 54 >W nuclear)

Average surface heat load, MU/m2

Peak surface he.it load,8 MW/m*

Coolant Inlet tempernture, *C

Coolnnt outlet tenperature (2-pass), *C

Coolant pressure, I IT a (psia)

Coolant channel size, B O * urn

Uall thickness, m

Mater

Ia-5W, AHAX-JIZC,
FS-85, or
V-20T1

Beryllium

200

(Uxinura temperature, *C

Vater side

Coating aide

2.3

4

115

145

4.2 (600)

8 x 4

X.J
T»-5W AMAX-MZC FS-B5 V-20T1

193

290

182

196

192

404

191

449

Includes transport load (3.4 HW/ra?) plus lood from radiation ond
charge-exchange neutrals.
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outlet teoperature Is 145'C for the second pass.
The coolant pressure Is 4.2 MPa (600 psla). The
vater tenperature is kept low to minimize presure
stresses. Since the 200 KW of heat removed from
the Halter represents only SX of the reactor
thcraal powe.-, this heat Is used effectively
for feedvaccc heating In the steam cycle without
significant loss In thermal efficiency.

A large number of materials were evaluated
as to their suitability for the liniter structure.
The evaluation Included the capability of with-
standing high heat fluxes, resistance to radia-
tion daaage, faoricabillty, and compatibility
vlth the surrounding environment. This resulted
in Identifying four reference alloys as the pri-
mary candidate materials. These Included a copper
alloy AMAX->2C, and the refractory octal alloys
of vanadlun (V-20T1), niobium (XS-8S), and tan-
talum (Ta-SW). Three-dimensional thermal-hy-
draulic, And stress analyses were carried out
for these four materials. A summary of the re-
sults 16 shown In Table 4.

The Hotter vail temperature ot the coolant
Bide Is essentially the same, < 200*C, for all
natcrlals with ssnll differences due to axial con-
duction. At this low temperature, the corrosion
rate of these aaterials In water s)muld be accept-
able. The naxlr.um temperature in the structure
(coating side) varies from 196*C In copper to
449*C In vanadiua reflecting the large difference
Jo the thcraophysical properties. The ratio of the
effective stress to the yield stress Is also
chows in Table 4. These results Indicate that
under normal operating conditions, all of the
materials ccet the allowable stress criteria of
the AS>E Code Case 1592. However, only A.MAX-MZC
and Ta-SW can meet the more restrictive criteria
of 0.75 of the yield strength. Since the thenn.il
atress coaponcnt dominates the total stress in the
Halter, the materials with the highest thermal
conductivity and lowest thermal expansion will ex-
perience the lowest stress. It should be noted,
however, that the results In Table 4 arc based on
conservative assumptions. Furthermore, several
codifications in the reference llmitcr design
that can significantly reduce the thermal stress
have been identified and arc discussed In Rcf. 1.
Therctste, * U the Jour alloys In Table 4 ore con-
sidered viable candidates and the selection of
one of thea oust be made based on additional data
iron future experimental results In areas such
aa resistance to radiation damage.

The Hotter and the first vail are coated with
terylllua to eliminate sputtering of the underlying
hlgh-Z structural materials. Beryllium Is selected
a* the lov-Z coating because its properties cmkc It
superior to other candidates. Estimates of the
erosion of the beryllium coating vere made. The
coating on the first wall will erode at a rate of
0.14 va/yr; therefore, a 1,2-mm coating Is adequate
for a J-yr life. The llmltcr coating will sputter
by all Ion species with a spatially varying rnte.

Rcdcposltlon of beryllium from the plasma end
first wall will also occur. The net effect la
that the coating will erode on the wall while It
grows on the llralter. The STARFIRE design Is
developed Euch that there Is no net erosion or
growth on the leading edge. This Is accomplished
by maintaining a beryllium density In the plasma
of •v iX of the hydrogen Ion density. There will
be a net growth of beryllium on the rest of the
llnlter averaging •»• 0.6 mm/yr. A simple grinding
process In place can be performed if necessary to
restore the beryllium coating to Its original
thickness.

The response of the llmlter to off-normal
conditions was considered ns an Integral part of
the design. The Important off-normal events are:
(1) plasma disruptions; and (2) loss-of-coolant
flow. The concerns with plasma disruptions are
the thermal energy dump and the Induced electro-
magnetic forces. The limlter is Intentionally
located At the outer side of the plasma and
centered around the midplnne, where a plasma energy
clump is lenoC likely. However, in the unlikely
event thnt a plasma thermal energy dump on the
llmltcr occurs, only the coating will be affected.
The rate of ablation of beryllium Is small enough
that several disruptions per year with the thermal
energy dump on the liiulccr can be tolerated.

The electromagnetic forces will always be In-
duced in the limltcr in the case of a plasma
disruption regardless of where the plasma energy
dump occurs. Three electromagnetic effects are
produced, with the magnitude strongly dependent
on the plasma disruption (current decay) time.
The first is a uniform pressure, acting on the
outside panels of the Halter. For a plasma
disruption tine of > 10 us, the maximum Induced
stress due to this uniform pressure is 0.6 MPa
(90 psi), which is a snail fraction of the yield
stress for the copper, tantalum, niobium, and
vanadium alloys. The second effect is a force
tending to bend the linfter arm about a toroidal
axis. Accommodating this force required an
iterative process In the llmitcr design. In
particular, providing a thick root for the llmltcr
(see Fig. 1) was found necessary to reduce the
moment ana and the magnitude of the force. With
the present reference design, the naxlmum bending
stress Is \ 154 MPa (22,000 psi), which is < 40X
of the yield stress for the reference structural
materials when the plnsma disruption time is
> 10 us. The third electromagnetic effect Is a
torque that tends to twist Hie llsiltcr about a
radial axis. For a plasma disruption time of
10 K S , the msxiw.ua torque is 46 KN-m resulting In
on effective stress which Is < 601 of the yield
stress for all of the four primary structural
materials. The magnitude of these forces and
torques is reduced ouhatantiolly at longer, and
perhaps irorc realistic, plasms disruption (current
decayi times. The reference limltcr design can
vlthsland the electromagnetic effects without any
permanent deformation for an unlleltcd number of
plasma disrupt Ions.
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Table 4. Thenoal/Strcss Analysis of Candidate Limiter Materials

Tantalum

Niobium,

Vanadium

Copper, i

Coolant:

, Ta-5tf

KS-85

, V-20T1

AMX-MZC

Pressure «

Temperature

C'c>
Outer

290

404

449

196

600 psi,

Inner

193

192

191

182

T. - 1!

Maximum

Effective

Stress

(HP»)

249

370

537

178

L5-C, T -

Yield
Stress
(MPn)

342

370

452

431

145*C

Effective

Yield

0.7

1.0

1.2

0.4

Channels > ( < ! mm, 1.5 am thick at outct Bide.

Peak licit load » 4 HW/m*.

A loss-of-coolont accldcnC were also

y »nc no difficult problems could be

Anticipated. Figure Z shows the tcir.pernturc res-

ponse of the beryllium coating and the Holter

structure (Te-SU) to a loss-of-coo]ant event. It

was «ssuoed that the response tirco of the in-

strunentatlon and central system Is *» 2 B and that

the fusion power decays linearly during a iO-s

shutdown tine* The outer surface of the limltcr

was assumed to radiate thermal energy to the j

surrounding first wall that Is maintained at 400°C.

As shown in Fig. 2, a oaxlioua temperature of < 700*(

Is Tcached in "v 4 s, after vhlch time the tempera-

ture starts to go down.

The ca3or components of the vacuum system are
6hovn in the STAKi'IRE reactor cross section of
Fig. 3. The design parameters for the vacuum
eystoo sre given i'l Table 5. The vacuum system
consists of the liroiter slots, llultcr ducts,
plenuo region, vacuum ducts, and vacuum pumps.
There are 46 compound cryopuraps operating on 24
vacuun ducts. Two poops arc provided on each
duct so that regeneration can be accomplished
during plassa operation. Each piop has a rated
hcllua pu~pins speed of 120 ra^-s~*. The vacuum
systco is designed to produce a base pressure of
1. 1,3 s. 10"5 Pa (10~8 torr). Tritium inventories
In the pucps are ninimized by the achievement of
a very hi$h tritium fractional burnup (422) and
by oinlxUing the pucp reEcnerntion time (2 hr),
The casicua tritlun Inventory In n single pump
It only 2.6 g.

3. Conclusions

The Impurity control find cxhmir.t system Is
one of the key components in n fusion rcncloT.
It h.is • subst«ntlal Impact on the engineering
•inplicity, reliability, nalntanlablllty, economics
and safety of the pcucr plant. Dlvertors And
divcrtorless options vcre surveyed. It vta

- M10

Fig. 2. Temperature response of beryllium coat-

Ing and Holier structure to loss-of-

coolant.

concluded that the 1 imiter/vacutio (.ilso called

"pumped" or '"active" llmltcr) concept is a very

attractive option for paver reactors. It Is

relatively simple and Inexpensive and deserves

eerious experimental verification.

The pain advantages of the llroiler/vacuum
system, os identified in STARF1RK, ore: (1) it
le a mechanical system (It doe not require mag-
nets); (?) it has mfniir.nl Impact on access And
breeding blanket r.pncc; (3) It can be designed to
draoi.it lcnlly reduce rndlatlon streaming; (4) the
autfacc area available for particle collection la
relatively large; and (5) it pevmita designing
for higher tritium fractional burnup ond lower
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Table 5. Vacuum Systcn Parameters

Component

Lioitcr sloes (2)

Llmiter ducts (2)

Plenum

Vacuum ducts (24)

Vacuum pumps (26)

Dimensions

5650

3170

6000

100 x
120 x

x 10 x

x 16 x

x 67 *

640

560

(eta)

50

70

600

Conductance

fV/s)

4300

4100

13700

730

2900

Rated helium speed per pump, n>Vs 120

Rated 1)T [.peed per pump, m 3/s 200

Total helium pumping speed, ro3/e *90

Transmission probability" (helium) 0.9

Reflection coefficient (helium), R 0.75
a

MaKlrcura hellxiui pressure, Pfl 0.016

Totnl DT pumping speed, I D V B 480

Transmission probability8 (DT) 0.<0

Reflection coefficient (DT), R ^ 0.9

Maxinom DT pressure, Pa . 0,D2£

Tritium fractional burnup " • 0,<2"

Total gas load, Pa-m3/s 18.7

OT gas load, Fa-n3/s 10.85

HeliuQ gas Joad, Pa-m3/s 7.85

Temperature, *K 573

Number of vacuurc pumps, on-line/total 24/48

Regeneration time, h 2

Maximum tvltium invencory per pump, g 2.6

Transnission proh.iblllty per panicle entering the
liralter slot.

tritium Inventory in the vacuum pumps and fueling

tysten.

The STARFIKE study finds it an important de-
sign appronch to radiate most of the aJpha-power
fron the plnsrca to the lnrgc surface area of the
tint vail. This reduces the heat load on the
particle collection medium Qlmlier or divcrtor
target plate) to « o.mn(;oable level and it de-
posits oore energy in the prlnary coolant of the
first vnll. One neans of enhancing plnama
radiation 1» by inject inf. sm.ill amounts oC M g h - Z
«atcrial Along vlth the DT fuel stream. The
large ignition margin in commercial rc.icior-alie
plasniss tfijkcs operation in such an enhanced
radiation node feasible.

A lovf-7, contlnfl on all surfaces exposed to
the plasma vill probflMy be required in future
tokan.-xk reactors unless very low plasma edge
tenncmtures can be est-nblislic-d and maintained.
Seryllium appears to lie one oi the best choices
for the low-I coaling. Sputtering of the limitor
coming is predicted to be latfce but rcdcposltion
seems to extend the coating life to un acceptable
level. However, there is a need for experimental
rcsulto and theoretical vork on the physics of
the scrape-off region and the performance of low-Z
coatings. There Is also a need to develop ln-slto
low-Z coat Inf. a techniques for fusion reactor
applications.
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W. BJcger, ct el., Proc. Intern. Syrop. on
Plasma Wall Internet Ion (Pergamon Press,
Oxford, 1977), p. 609.

J. F. Schlvell, Princeton Plasma Physic*

Laboratory, PPPL-13A2 (1977).

J. N. Brooks, Proc. 3rd ANS Top. MtR. on the
Tectinology of Controlled tluclear Fusion,
COHF-78050S-2 (1978), p. 873.

J. A. Schmidt, TFTR Phyalcs Croup, Report No.

11 (1979).

R. W. Conn, et »1., Proc. IEEE Symp. on
EnRlnccrlnR Prohlena of Fusion Brsyarch,
IEEE Pub. No. 79C1U441-5-NPS (1979)", p. 568.

Fig. 3. A cross section of the STAKFIRE reactor

showing the components of the vacuum

system.

Four materials have been Identified .is the

most promising for the Hraiter .'structure. These

are alloys of copper (AKAX-M1C), tantaluo (Ta-5K),

niobium (FS-S5) and vanadiuo (V-20T1). These

alloys can vlvhstand the high heat fluxes on the

llmiter. Available data indicates that these

alloys have many properties thai are suitable for

the reactor environment. Unfortunately, the data

base la not complete and norr infor.-sation Is re-

quired in the areas of corrosion and radiation

effects for all of these alloys.

The results of STARFIRE Indicate that a high
efficiency exhaust system Is not necessarily
desirable. It Is very beneficial to keep the
rcnoval efficiency lo>j so that the tritium frac-
tional hurnup Is high. This reduces the gas load
In the exhaust system and simplified the vacuuo.
systca design In nddition to lowering the vulner~
able trltlua Inventory In the fueling anu vacuum
systems.
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